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Abstract 
 

This paper presents and tests a theory that describes how managers combine the efforts 
they make to apply controls and demonstrate their trustworthiness in three ways: applications of 
output controls with demonstrations of their reliability, applications of process controls with 
demonstrations of their competence, and applications of input controls with demonstrations of 
their benevolence.  These ideas are tested in two survey studies and one experiment.  The 
findings obtained from these three studies refine trust research by highlighting the importance of 
trustworthiness in managers’ decisions and actions.  These findings also extend control research 
by outlining how managers attempt to augment subordinate cooperation by combining their 
efforts to promote trustworthiness in ways that are directly aligned with the specific types of 
controls they apply.  The paper concludes with a brief discussion of these contributions. 
 

Theory 
 

Overall, managers’ efforts to apply controls and demonstrate their trustworthiness serve 
two distinct but related purposes in motivating subordinate cooperation.  Through their efforts to 
apply controls, managers communicate to their employees what their work responsibilities are by 
specifying the outcomes those subordinates need to achieve, the processes they need to use and 
the values they need to develop and maintain [2].  Forms of organizational controls are 
commonly differentiated by the portion of the production process to which they are applied.  
Managers apply output controls to establish, measure, and monitor the outputs employees 
produce to ensure that their subordinates meet prescribed performance standards.   Managers 
employ process controls to examine whether subordinates use prescribed production methods in 
performing organizational tasks.  Finally, managers apply input controls to train and socialize 
employees in ways that foster strong values and common skill sets [6, 10].   

Managers’ efforts to demonstrate their trustworthiness describe a set of mechanisms that 
managers use to build positive relationships with their subordinates by communicating to those 
subordinates how they will protect their interests both within and outside of the context of the 
controls they apply [9, 24].  Consistent with the work of Mayer and colleagues’ [4], Long and 
Sitkin [3] observe that managers demonstrate their trustworthiness along three key dimensions: 
reliability, competence, and benevolence.  Through their efforts to demonstrate reliability, 
managers attempt to display that they act dependably and predictably towards their subordinates.  
In demonstrating competence, managers work actively to maintain or increase subordinate 
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confidence in their knowledge and abilities to perform key managerial or production tasks.  
Efforts to demonstrate benevolence focus managers on actively identifying and promoting their 
subordinates’ personal needs and interests [4, 5, 11].   

Long [2] contends that, because their efforts to apply controls and demonstrate their 
trustworthiness often require significant time and energy, managers will attempt to foster work-
based cooperation by combining their efforts to apply controls and demonstrate their 
trustworthiness.  By demonstrating their trustworthiness in ways consistent with the controls they 
apply, managers attempt to mitigate the risks their subordinates perceive in complying with 
particular forms of controls, thereby increasing subordinates’ confidence that they will receive 
the rewards they desire and expect for their cooperation and compliance.  The specific details of 
these relationships are outlined below. 

Output Controls. Managers who apply output controls attempt to motivate their 
subordinates to exert high levels of effort throughout production processes by making efforts to 
demonstrate their reliability.  Through these actions managers attempt to provide their 
subordinates with tangible evidence that they intend to accurately and completely compensate 
them for the work they have performed  [2, 7].  

  

Hypothesis 1a: Managers’ efforts to apply output controls are positively 
associated with their efforts to demonstrate their reliability; 
 

Hypothesis 1b: Managers’ efforts to demonstrate reliability are more positively 
affected by their efforts to apply output controls than by their efforts to apply 
process or input controls. 
 

Process Controls. Alternatively, managers who use process control mechanisms attempt 
to enhance the perceived validity of their task directives and subordinate confidence that they 
“know what they are talking about” by demonstrating their performance-based knowledge and 
overall competence in managing key organizational tasks [8, 9].  

  

Hypothesis 2a: Managers efforts to apply process controls are positively 
associated with their efforts to demonstrate their competence; 
 

Hypothesis 2b: Managers’ efforts to demonstrate competence are more positively 
affected by their efforts to apply process controls than by their efforts to apply 
output or input controls. 
 

Input Controls. Managers who use input controls demonstrate benevolence in order to 
increase subordinate perceptions of shared values and increase employees’ motivations to 
develop their skills and abilities consistent with organizational demands.  

   

Hypothesis 3a: Managers’ efforts to apply input controls are positively associated 
with their efforts to demonstrate their benevolence; 
 

Hypothesis 3b: Managers’ efforts to demonstrate benevolence are more positively 
affected by their efforts to apply input controls than by their efforts to apply 
output or process controls. 
 

Methods 
 
Three studies were then used to evaluate Hypotheses 1a-3b.  In Study 1, these hypotheses 

were examined with a sample of practicing managers.  In Study 2, an experiment is used to 
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evaluate whether the use of controls stimulate related efforts to demonstrate trustworthiness.  
Study 3 confirms the results obtained in the first two studies using a survey of subordinates who 
report on their managers’ actions.1   

Because research on managers’ efforts to demonstrate their trustworthiness is limited, 
measures of these constructs needed to be developed for use in subsequent studies.  Fourteen 
items describing various managerial actions to promote trustworthiness were developed from 
accounts in the literature describing perceived trustworthiness.  Exploratory factor analyses 
(EFA) was then used on data obtained from a sample of 198 business school students who 
reported on how they would act in a managerial situation.  

This analysis suggests that managers demonstrate their trustworthiness along three 
dimensions that are consistent with theoretical predictions: reliability, competence, and 
benevolence.  The Cronbach’s alphas for the five-item demonstrate reliability scale, three-item 
demonstrate competence scale, and five-item, demonstrate benevolence scale were.85, .71, and 
.85 respectively.2 

Study 1. 107 current and former managers from daytime and executive MBA programs at 
a university in the eastern United States who also reported having managerial experience were 
asked to participate in a study investigating the efforts they make to apply controls and 
demonstrate their trustworthiness.  Hypotheses 1a-3b were examined using ordinary least squares 
(OLS) regression procedures.  Planned contrast tests were used to evaluate the relative strength 
of the association between various control and trustworthiness-promotion activities.  The scales 
for all constructs achieved reliabilities over .70.   

The results obtained from these analyses show that managers’ efforts to apply output 
controls, process controls, and input controls are positively associated with their efforts to 
demonstrate reliability, competence, and benevolence, respectively supporting Hypotheses 1a, 
2a, and 3a.  Results from planned comparison tests also partially support Hypotheses 1b, and 2b, 
and fully support Hypothesis 3b.  These results suggest that output controls exert a stronger 
effect on demonstrating reliability than process controls; Process controls exert a stronger effect 
on demonstrating competence than output controls; Input controls exert a stronger effect on 
demonstrating benevolence than either output controls or process controls.   

Study 2 extends the analyses presented in Study 1 by examining whether particular 
organizational controls stimulate a greater focus on demonstrating particular forms of 
trustworthiness. 99 business students at a university in the eastern United States who were 
members of the school’s study pool were asked to put themselves in the place of a student 
manager of a group tasked with completing a project in a fictitious organizational management 
course.  Their assignment as project manager was to direct a unit of six sophomore student 
employees who worked as customer service representatives for a student-run business.   

Participants encountered one of four conditions that varied in terms of the managerial 
controls that were used to monitor and guide their employees’ work efforts.  In the three output, 
process, and input control-based scenarios, employee performance was directly related to the 
controls that managers applied. In a fourth, autonomy (low control) condition scenario, managers 
focused on informally chatting with their employees and trying not to control how their 
subordinates performed their work.    

Participants were instructed to prepare for a conversation with their employees about 
their motivation to perform well in their designated roles.  These participants were then asked to 

1 Analyses and results from these studies can be obtained from the author. 
2 Scale items can be obtained from the author. 
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what extent they would attempt to demonstrate various types of trustworthiness in these 
discussions.  Multivariate analyses of variance (MANOVAs) were then used to examine 
Hypotheses 1a, 2a, and 3a.  Specifically, the reported levels of trustworthiness-promotion in each 
of the three task control conditions were compared to the reported levels of trustworthiness-
promotion in the autonomy (low control) condition.  To test 1b, 2b, and 3b, reported levels of 
demonstrating trustworthiness were compared across control conditions.  MANOVA tests 
yielded significant effects for the scenario conditions.   Comparison-of-means tests support 
Hypotheses 1a, 1b, 2a, and 3a but do support Hypotheses 2b and 3b.  .    

Study 3.  The goal of the third study was to evaluate subordinates’ observations about the 
efforts managers make to apply controls and demonstrate their trustworthiness.  The forty-nine 
participants in this study were asked to report on how their most recent or current manager 
directed them using various control activities and demonstrations of their trustworthiness.  The 
organizational control and demonstrating trustworthiness measures for this study were consistent 
with those in Studies 1 and 2 but were modified to reflect subordinates’ evaluations of their 
managers’ actions.  All achieved reliabilities over .70.   

Consistent with Study 1, OLS regression was used to examine relationships between the 
controls managers apply and their efforts to demonstrate trustworthiness. Results from these 
analyses provide additional support for Hypothesis 1a, 2a, and 3a.  Results also support 
Hypotheses 2b and 3b and partially support Hypotheses 1b  

 
Discussion 

 
Overall, the findings of these studies suggest that in order to develop a more accurate 

understanding of control-trust dynamics, researchers should focus more of their attention on how 
managers encourage subordinate cooperation with work efforts by crafting integrative, multi-
faceted solutions to critical organizational problems [1, 2].  Core elements of these processes are 
managers’ ongoing efforts to combine their applications of organizational controls with their 
efforts to demonstrate their trustworthiness.   

An important implication of this research then is that the controls managers apply are far 
more than merely mechanisms that they can use to force, direct, or coerce their subordinates to 
execute their will.  Even though managers may sometimes use controls to achieve these ends, 
controls also help them guide managers in how they develop positive working relationships with 
their subordinates.  Specifically, managers use their applications of controls to help them clarify 
their responsibilities as organizational authorities and focus the efforts they make to demonstrate 
their trustworthiness in ways that are relevant to the work their subordinates perform.   
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